Context: With growing recognition that most forms of psychopathology are best represented as dimensions or spectra, a central question becomes how to implement dimensional diagnosis in a way that is empirically sound and clinically useful. Prototype matching, which involves comparing a patient's clinical presentation with a prototypical description of the disorder, is an approach to diagnosis that has gained increasing attention with forthcoming revisions to both the DSM and the International Classification of Diseases.
R
ESEARCHERS HAVE SPENT more than 3 decades trying to improve the classification of psychiatric disorders, leading to substantial empirical advances. Strikingly absent, however, has been a similar body of research on how to maximize diagnostic reliability, validity, and clinical utility in everyday practice. Although the procedures designed for diagnosing patients since DSM-III have produced greatly enhanced reliability in research protocols, they have not done so in clinical practice, where cumbersome lists of symptoms with complex coding algorithms that vary by disorder have proven largely untenable. [1] [2] [3] [4] Perhaps not surprisingly, a manual that was not designed to take into account the cognitive processing parameters of the diagnostician 2,5-7 is frequently not used, or not used as intended, by clinicians. Clinicians instead tend to diagnose in everyday practice by pattern matching rather than counting criteria and applying cutoffs for categorical diagnoses. 5, 6, 8 When clinicians do apply the complex procedures required for diagnosis in DSM-IV, their interrater reliability tends to be disappointing. 9, 10 Even for research purposes, those decision rules tend to relegate much of psychopathology to "not otherwise specified" categories. 11 Prototype matching is an alternative approach that more naturally fits the way humans (including clinicians) categorize. 3, 12 
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This approach has been tested extensively with personality disorders (PDs) and has outperformed DSM-IV diagnosis in interrater reliability, validity, and ratings of clinical utility in numerous studies by multiple research teams. 1, 2, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Prototype diagnosis entails assessing the extent to which the patient's clinical presentation matches paragraph-length descriptions of disorders using a simple 5-point scale (eAppendix, http://www .jamapsych.com). A diagnosis of 4 or 5 means the patient resembles the diagnosis enough to be described as having the disorder ("caseness"); a diagnosis of 3 means the patient has features of the disorder; and the default value of 1 means the patient does not resemble the prototype. This system combines the advantages of categorical diagnosis (eg, patients can be described as having major depressive disorder [MDD] ) with the advantages of dimensional diagnosis (ie, patients can be rated for the extent to which they have the disorder), reflecting the wealth of data suggesting that most psychopathology is better represented as dimensional than categorical. 4 This article reports a 2-part study of the validity of prototype diagnosis in 2 independent samples using distinct methods, extending prior work on prototype diagnosis with PDs to a broader range of psychiatric disorders (mood and anxiety disorders). Since the work of Robins and Guze, 19 researchers have identified a number of criteria that can be used to validate a classification system and compare alternative approaches to classification and diagnosis (similar to assessing construct validity 20, 21 ). External criteria address the question of whether proposed diagnostic groupings predict theoretically relevant criterion variables (eg, interview data, laboratory tests, adaptive functioning, etiology, molecular genetics and epigenetics, and prognosis and/or treatment response). 19, 21 The aim of the first study was to assess the validity of a prototype-matching approach compared with patient self-reports (ie, whether prototype diagnoses made by clinicians would correlate with patient self-reported dimensions with which they should correlate but not with those with which they should not). In the second study, we assessed the validity of prototype diagnoses across 3 independent research interviews. Independent interviewers completed prototype diagnoses following either a systematic clinical or life history interview or structured diagnostic interview for DSM-IV disorders, and a third interviewer assessed adaptive functioning. By examining the validity of prototype diagnosis compared with clinician-rated adaptive functioning and patient selfreported symptoms (study 1) and across multiple independent diagnostic interviewers (study 2), we extend a growing body of evidence supporting the use of dimensional prototype diagnosis to a broader range of psychiatric syndromes.
METHODS

STUDY 1 Participants
Participants were psychiatric outpatients receiving treatment in clinics in the Departments of Psychiatry and Psychology at Emory University and in the Department of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical School at the Cambridge Health Alliance. They included 50 women and 34 men, ranging in age from 18 
Procedure
Patients who agreed to participate and signed a consent form completed a packet of materials, after which the research coordinator contacted the treating clinician to complete a parallel packet. Clinicians were blind to any data obtained from the self-report instruments.
Measures
Clinician-Report Measures. Clinical Data Form-Clinician Form. The Clinical Data Form-Clinician Form is a questionnaire designed for expert informants that gathers information on a wide range of demographic, diagnostic, and etiological variables, including a rating of the DSM-IV GAF scale. The Clinical Data Form-Clinician Form has been used for a variety of studies. 22 Prior research finds ratings of adaptive functioning to be highly reliable and strongly correlated with ratings made by independent interviewers. 23, 24 Clinician-reports on the Clinical Data Form-Clinician Form strongly correlate with patient selfreports, with high diagnostic efficiency. 25 Prototype Diagnosis.Clinicians made prototype diagnoses on 6 disorders selected for their prevalence in outpatient samples: MDD, dysthymic disorder, bipolar disorder, panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, and posttraumatic stress disorder. Prototypes were constructed by weaving DSM-IV criteria together into paragraph-length descriptions (except for exclusion criteria that would prioritize one diagnosis over another or arbitrary time frames that could not be better captured with language signifying duration more generically).
DSM-IV Mood Disorder Diagnosis.Clinicians also made present vs absent mood disorder diagnoses for the 3 mood disorders (MDD, dysthymic disorder, and bipolar disorder) so we could compare them with their prototype diagnoses. To ensure that clinicians used DSM-IV criteria, we reproduced the relevant pages from the DSM-IV and asked the clinicians to review each criterion and the decision rules and then to indicate whether the disorder was present or absent.
Patient Self-Report Measures. Patients completed a range of well-validated measures. Based on prior research, these were predicted to correlate or not correlate with different disorders (convergent and discriminant validity).
Personality Assessment Inventory.The Personality Assessment Inventory 26 (PAI) is an omnibus measure designed to assess a wide range of psychopathology. For the present study, we examined the following scales and subscales: depression, suicidal ideation, anxiety, and traumatic stress for convergent validity; substance use, aggression, and antisocial personality disorder for discriminant validity.
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule-Trait Version.The patients completed the Positive and Negative Affect ScheduleTrait Version 27 (PANAS-T). This is a 20-item self-report measure consisting of 10 positive and 10 negative emotions.
Anxiety Sensitivity Index.The patients completed the Anxiety Sensitivity Index. 28 It is a 16-item scale that measures fear of anxiety-related sensations, particularly those common in panic disorder.
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Data Analysis
The aim of the study was to assess the validity of a prototypematching approach to prevalent Axis I disorders. Our first goal was to assess whether prototype diagnosis would demonstrate validity, first compared with clinician-rated adaptive functioning and second compared with self-reported symptoms (ie, whether clinicians' prototype diagnoses would correlate with patients' self-reports where they should but not where they should not). These hypotheses were tested conservatively given the high base-rate intercorrelations of mood and anxiety symptoms and disorders. (Because of low base-rate prevalence in the study 1 sample, we did not carry forward analyses using bipolar disorder.) Thus, in a first analysis, we correlated cliniciandiagnosed prototypes with GAF scores and self-reported psychopathology. Table 1 presents the hypothesized direction and magnitude of correlations between prototype diagnoses and criterion variables. For example, as the GAF is a nonspecific measure of functioning, 30, 31 we hypothesized small to moderate inverse correlations across all diagnoses. With respect to criterion variables expected to distinguish particular disorders, a wealth of data has linked high negative affect to both mood and anxiety disorders but low positive affect uniquely to mood disorders. 32 We thus hypothesized PANAS-T negative affect to be significantly correlated with both anxiety and depression prototypes but positive affect to show significant inverse correlations with depression diagnoses alone. Similarly, based on prior research, 33 we expected the PAI traumatic stress subscale to uniquely discriminate a diagnosis of posttraumatic stress disorder. With respect to other measures, research has identified anxiety sensitivity as assessed by the Anxiety Sensitivity Index to be a prominent feature in panic disorder and secondarily in posttraumatic stress disorder 34, 35 ; recent research has shown moderately elevated Anxiety Sensitivity Index scores in some patients with MDD as well. [36] [37] [38] To test the discriminant validity of prototype diagnoses, we included psychopathology variables not expected to be uniquely associated with specific mood and anxiety diagnoses (ie, substance abuse, aggression, and antisocial personality disorder as assessed from the PAI). Next, to examine the degree of agreement between clinicians' prototype diagnoses and their categorical DSM-IV diagnoses on the same disorders, we calculated diagnostic efficiency statistics for the 2 mood disorders on which we had both carefully obtained but naturalistic DSM-IV diagnoses and sufficient variance in the sample (MDD and dysthymic disorder).
To test whether prototype diagnosis performs as well as categorical DSM-IV diagnosis for the disorders on which we had categorical data (the 2 mood disorders), we performed 2 additional sets of analyses. First, we examined the raw correlations between categorical diagnoses and the same criterion variables used to assess the prototypes. Second, to determine whether prototype diagnoses might show incremental validity over categorical DSM-IV diagnoses (ie, whether they might account for more variance in predicting relevant criterion variables over and above categorical DSM-IV diagnoses), we used hierarchical multiple regression, entering categorical DSM-IV diagnoses for each of the 2 mood disorders in step 1 (coded 0/1) and prototype diagnoses in step 2, to predict clinician-rated GAF scores and self-reported PAI depression.
STUDY 2 Participants
Successive adult patients in the waiting rooms of the primary care and obstetrical-gynecological clinics of a universityaffiliated urban public hospital were approached while either waiting for their medical appointments or waiting with others scheduled for medical appointments (typically significant others for obstetrics appointments). Exclusion criteria were minimal (mental retardation and active psychosis 
Procedure
Patients meeting criteria for participation based on a brief battery of questionnaires were scheduled for an initial assessment for the larger project. This project included 2 to 3 hours of self-reports followed by 2 full days of biological and psychiatric assessments.
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Measures
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders. The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders 41 (SCID) is a structured clinical interview designed to assess Axis I diagnoses in psychiatric population studies. The reliability of the procedure is well established. 42, 43 The SCID interviews were conducted by trained clinical raters blinded to other assessment data.
Clinical Diagnostic Interview. The Clinical Diagnostic Interview (CDI) is a 2-to 3-hour systematic clinical interview designed to standardize the kind of interviewing approach typically used by experienced clinicians. 44, 45 Following initial questions about the nature and history of current symptoms, the interviewer asks patients about significant interpersonal relationships from the past and present, work history, moods and emotions, and characteristic ways of thinking (to assess clinical and subclinical thinking disturbances).
Prototype Diagnosis. In contrast to study 1, where the treating clinician provided the clinical diagnostic data, study 2 used diagnostic data from independent clinical research interviewers. The SCID interviewers (blinded to all other interview and self-report data) assigned both categorical diagnoses according to DSM-IV algorithms and prototype diagnoses for the same 6 mood and anxiety disorders rated in study 1. The CDI interviewers (also blinded to all other interview and self-report data) completed prototype diagnoses for the 6 disorders.
Longitudinal Interval Follow-Up Evaluation-Baseline Version.
The Longitudinal Interval Follow-up Evaluation-Baseline Version 46 is a structured interview for assessing adaptive functioning across multiple domains. The validity of the Longitudinal Interval Follow-up Evaluation-Baseline Version has been previously demonstrated in multiple studies. 46, 47 The Longitudinal Interval Follow-up Evaluation-Baseline Version interview was conducted and scored by a third interviewer who provided a GAF rating and was blinded to all data from the SCID and CDI.
Data Analysis
We first assessed the cross-observer validity of prototype diagnoses by correlating prototype diagnoses made following standard administration of the SCID with prototype diagnoses made from the systematic clinical interview (the CDI) by a different interviewer. We also examined the diagnostic efficiency of prototype ratings from the SCID interviewer to the standard categorical diagnoses obtained from SCID scoring algorithms.
Next, we assessed the incremental validity of prototype diagnosis over SCID DSM-IV diagnosis in a highly conservative way, by predicting GAF scores assessed from the Longitudinal Interval Follow-up Evaluation-Baseline Version interview from prototype diagnosis made by the SCID interviewer, entering the SCID-based prototype diagnosis in step 2 of a hierarchical regression for each disorder after entering the SCID interviewer's categorical DSM-IV diagnosis in step 1. Given that the prototypes were constructed using DSM-IV criteria, the only difference between the 2 diagnoses for each disorder was diagnostic method (whether the interviewer was evaluating each criterion individually and applying cutoffs for categorical caseness or was judging the match between the pattern of the patient's symptoms and the same criteria woven together into a diagnostic prototype). Table 2 shows correlations between clinician-rated prototype and categorical DSM-IV diagnoses with clinician-rated adaptive functioning and self-reported psychopathology. Although we expected substantial cross-correlations between mood and anxiety disorders because of the common factor of negative affect they share, [48] [49] [50] prototype diagnoses provided compelling evidence for convergent and discriminant validity, with moderate correlations on the same dimensions assessed by self-report, small correlations on indices with which they have proven comorbid in prior research, and correlations near or below 0 with variables included for discriminant validity.
RESULTS
STUDY 1
For example, the MDD prototype showed significant positive correlations with measures assessing depression and negative affectivity, notably the PAI depression scale, the PAI suicidal ideation scale, and the PANAS-T negative affect scale. As predicted based on prior research on comorbidity, MDD correlated secondarily with PAI anxiety and anxiety sensitivity scores; however, unlike the anxiety disorder prototypes, it negatively correlated with the PANAS-T positive affect scale as predicted. As expected, MDD was also significantly associated with lower GAF scores. Much like the MDD prototype, the dysthymic disorder prototype showed significant positive associations with measures related to negative affect, including the PAI depression scale, the PANAS-T negative affect scale, and the PAI suicidal ideation scale. Also as predicted, the dysthymic disorder prototype negatively correlated with the GAF score. Across measures, dysthymic disorder correlations were uniformly lower than those between the MDD prototype and the same criterion variables, as would be predicted by the severity of the depressive state.
The anxiety disorder prototypes functioned largely as expected, with GAD score associated positively with negative affect and the PAI anxiety scale. The PTSD prototype was uniquely associated with the PAI traumatic stress subscale, and the panic disorder prototype was most strongly associated with anxiety sensitivity. All prototypes were negatively related to the GAF score, although to somewhat different degrees, as expected by the severity of illness. Table 2 summarizes the associations between DSM-IV categorical mood diagnoses and the same criterion variables. The magnitudes of the correlations for DSM-IV MDD were similar to its corresponding prototype. However, the categorical DSM-IV dysthymic disorder diagnosis showed substantially weaker correlations with criterion variables than the dysthymic disorder prototype. Thus, the criterion validity results suggest that prototype diagnoses of MDD and dysthymic disorder performed as well as or better than DSM-IV diagnoses for the same disorders.
To assess the degree of agreement between clinicians' prototype diagnoses and their categorical DSM-IV diagnoses of the same disorders, we used diagnostic efficiency statistics (using receiver operating curve characteristics). Areas under the curve for MDD and dysthymic disorder prototype diagnosis in predicting DSM-IV categorical diagnosis ratings were 0.90 and 0.79, respectively (both significant at P Ͻ .001). Using the prototype's caseness cutoff of 4 or higher indicating a positive diagnosis, the MDD prototype had an overall correct classification rate of 0.85, with a sensitivity of 0.77 and specificity of 0.89. The dysthymic disorder prototype had an overall correct classification rate of 0.87, with a sensitivity of 0.60 and specificity of 0.97. These data suggest that clinicians are diagnosing essentially the same constructs whether using prototype diagnosis or applying the more familiar DSM-IV diagnostic criteria and diagnostic algorithms for categorical diagnosis specified in the manual.
Finally, to determine whether prototype diagnosis might actually show incremental validity compared with DSM-IV categorical diagnosis (ie, whether prototype diagnosis captures information that categorical DSM-IV diagnosis does not), we conducted a series of hierarchical multiple regressions to predict clinician-rated GAF scores and PAI depression for the 2 mood disorders, entering categorical diagnosis in step 1 and prototype diagnosis in step 2. The combination of prototype diagnosis and categorical diagnosis accounted for significant variance in PAI depression (MDD, R 2 = 0.29; dysthymic disorder, R 2 = 0.13) and GAF scores (MDD, R 2 = 0.19; dysthymic disorder, R 2 = 0.09). Adding prototype diagnosis (step 2) to categorical DSM-IV diagnosis alone (step 1) resulted in significant increments in predicted variance for clinician-reported adaptive functioning (MDD prototype, F change = 3.91, P Ͻ .05, ⌬R 2 = 0.05, ␤ = Ϫ0.29, P Ͻ .05; dysthymic disorder prototype, F change = 6.02, P Ͻ .05, ⌬R 2 = 0.07, ␤ = Ϫ0.33, P Ͻ .05). Prototype diagnosis similarly accounted for additional variance in self-reported depression (MDD prototype, F change = 4.70, P Ͻ .05, ⌬R 2 = 0.04, ␤ = 0.29, P Ͻ .05; dysthymic disorder prototype, F change = 7.91, P Ͻ .05, ⌬R 2 = 0.09, ␤ = 0.37, P Ͻ .01). In most cases, the standardized ␤ values for categorical diagnosis accounted for nonsignificant variance when prototype diagnosis was included in the model (the exception being PAI depression and MDD, where prototype diagnosis was the stronger predictor but categorical diagnosis was predictive as well, ␤ = 0.31, P Ͻ .01).
Given the degree of overlap between our categorical and dimensional diagnostic predictors (the prototypes were constructed from DSM-IV diagnostic criteria), to eliminate the possibility of statistical artifacts, we ran collinearity diagnostics with each regression. For each analysis, the magnitude of the variance inflation factor was well under 2. Variance inflation factors of 5 or greater raise concerns about multicollinearity 51 ; thus, the validity results do not reflect overlap in the predictor variables.
STUDY 2
The data from study 1, particularly the incremental validity data, are compelling in that clinicians were highly familiar with DSM-IV diagnosis but not with prototype diagnosis, yet prototypes showed substantial incremental validity in predicting not only GAF scores as rated by the clinician but also psychopathology as independently rated by a second informant, the patient. Nevertheless, the data were limited in several respects, most importantly the small number of disorders on which we could assess the relative validity of prototype diagnosis and the lack of reliable interview data for making categorical diagnoses. Further, although prior research has shown that prototype ratings of Axis II disorders show high interrater reliability and cross-observer convergence more generally, 17 no data are available for Axis I syndromes, and it is unclear to what extent prototype diagnosis following the kind of less structured interviewing routinely conducted in clinical practice would correlate with data derived from a structured interview. We addressed these limitations in a second study, with patients sampled from a very different patient population and data obtained from 3 independent clinical research interviewers.
In the first set of analyses, we correlated prototype diagnoses from the SCID and the CDI. As Table 3 shows, prototype diagnosis made by 2 independent interviewers using 2 entirely different interviewing methods on different days correlated on average r = 0.50, whereas off-diagonal (discriminant validity) correlations, even for highly comorbid disorders, averaged only r = 0.15. With the exception of generalized anxiety disorder, which showed relatively nonspecific correlates in comparison with the other prototypes, the prototype diagnoses converged and diverged as expected, much as in study 1.
Also as in study 1, diagnostic efficiency analyses of SCID ratings demonstrated that dimensional prototype diagnoses for each disorder strongly converged with categorical diagnoses obtained using DSM-IV criterion scoring algorithms from the same clinical material (areas under the curve ranged from 0.87-0.99). A caseness prototype rating of 4 or higher resulted in strong diagnostic efficiency statistics across all disorders, with overall correct classifications from 0.91 to 0.98, sensitivities ranging from 0.53 to 1.00, and specificities between 0.95 and 1.00.
The next set of analyses used hierarchical multiple regression to assess the incremental validity of DSM-IV vs prototype diagnoses based on the same interview data (the SCID), essentially holding constant the method of interview, the interviewer, and the diagnostic criteria and varying only the way of assigning diagnoses (DSM-IV algorithms vs prototype matching). Table 3 and Table 4 report the incremental validity for prototype ratings based on the SCID interview after holding constant categorical DSM-IV diagnoses of the same disorders based on the same SCID interview. (Again, collinearity diagnostics were conducted and variance inflation factors were acceptably low, Ͻ2 in all cases.)
What is striking from both Table 3 and Table 4 and particularly from Table 5 (anxiety disorders) is the extent to which categorical diagnosis drops out as a predictor when prototype diagnosis is entered into the equation (or in the case of dysthymic disorder yields a ␤ value in the wrong direction). (For bipolar disorder, variance was once again limited in this primary care sample, leading neither prototype nor DSM-IV diagnosis to be particularly predictive of GAF scores.) These analyses suggest that categorical diagnosis using DSM-IV decision rules loses a substantial amount of information obtained from an interview designed for DSM-IV categorical diagnosis (the SCID) that can be captured by prototype matching.
COMMENT
The data lead to the following conclusions. First, in comparison with the categorical DSM-IV diagnostic procedures with which clinicians are familiar, a novel prototype diagnosis approach correlates with patient selfreported psychopathology in ways that generate validity coefficients that are as strong or stronger. Prototype diagnosis is associated with coherent patterns among criterion variables, including in highly conservative analysis, such as the predicted positive associations between both MDD and dysthymic disorder with negative affect, the predicted positive associations between anxiety disorders and negative affect, and the unique negative associations of only MDD and dysthymic disorder with positive affect. Second, prototype diagnosis using an interview designed to systematize the kind of clinical interviewing widely used in everyday practice (the CDI) correlates in predictable ways with prototype diagnosis made by the most widely used structured interview in psychiatric research (the SCID). Prototype diagnosis also converges with clinical caseness treated categorically. Third, prototype diagnosis demonstrates substantial incremental validity over and above categorical DSM-IV diagnosis in predicting patient self-reported psychopathology as well as both clinicians' and independent interviewers' ratings of global functioning on the GAF. The increments in validity are not modest. With the exception of 1 analysis for MDD in the first study, the predictive value of DSM-IV diagnosis dropped to 0 when prototype diagnoses were included in the equation, and prototype diagnosis for each of the disorders examined in the second study eliminated all variance accounted for by DSM-IV diagnosis using the algorithms prescribed in the diagnostic manual, with precisely the same information available from the same structured interview. Perhaps the most striking example was dysthymic disorder, in which prototype diagnosis provided incremental validity above and beyond categorical diagnosis for GAF score and PAI depression in the first study and for GAF score (the only criterion variable examined) in the second. In both studies, categorical diagnoses, whether by the treating clinician or structured interview, failed to predict most criterion variables with prototype diagnosis held constant, whereas the reverse was not the case. (With respect to bipolar disorder, future research using inpatient samples is clearly needed.) Fourth, prototype diagnosis appears to be relatively robust across experience level of diagnosticians, type of patients (psychiatric vs primary care/obstetrics), and populations (primarily white vs primarily African American). It is notable that clinicians in the first study were relatively inexperienced (eg, postgraduate years III and IV) and had not only been relatively recently trained in the use of the DSM but lacked the rich knowledge structures to "fill out" mental prototypes that come with years of seeing patients with the forms of psychopathology they were diagnosing, which should have attenuated correlations between prototype diagnoses and criterion variables. In fact, one of the advantages of providing clinicians with standardized diagnostic prototypes in a diagnostic manual is that they can then hang experience developed over time on shared prototypes rather than develop their own idiosyncratic mental prototypes that lead to unreliable diagnoses in clinical practice. 18 The data presented here do not support the frequently asserted argument that the problem with the DSM is that clinicians are not following it. Rather, the problem is that the DSM is wedded to complex algorithms yielding categorical diagnoses that are less predictive in both clinical practice and research based on structured interviews of the most basic criterion variables described years ago by Robins and Guze 19 as essential to establishing the validity of an approach to classification and diagnosis.
The studies reported here have a number of limitations, potential criticisms, and implications. The primary 2 limitations pertain to the samples and disorders examined. First, because all patients were outpatients, there was clear restriction of range for bipolar disorder. Second, we tested only a subset of disorders, focusing on highly prevalent mood and anxiety disorders. This study cannot address the extent to which the results generalize to other disorders, although it is worth noting the increasing evidence of the validity, reliability, and clinical utility of prototype diagnosis in research on personality disorders 1,13,52,53 as well as mood disorders, including bipolar spectrum disorders. 54 Third, it may well be that, as in the International Statistical Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision and proposals for the International Statistical Classification of Diseases, 11th Revision, we could produce even more reliable and valid findings if researchers and clinicians were to use versions of the same diagnoses that differ only in their method of application depending on the setting and goal. In multiple studies of several classes of disorder, 1, 2, 14, 18 clinicians have now rated prototype diagnosis far more clinically useful and less cumbersome than the complex algorithms prescribed in the DSM-IV (eg, for mood, anxiety, eating, and personality disorders). However, single-item prototype ratings are likely to be less reliable than multi-item scales, preferably scales (criterion sets) derived empirically using procedures such as factor analysis. 52, 54 Rather than relying on kinds of complex diagnostic procedures used since the DSM-III, however, researchers could rate the same criteria used to construct empirical prototypes for clinical use but do so using multi-item diagnostic scales that can be aggregated across items (much like the Hamilton Rating Scales, which do not require interviewers to tally 3 items from criterion A, 4 from criterion B, and so forth).
A final potential criticism is that these studies confounded a comparison between prototype diagnosis and DSM-IV diagnosis, with a comparison of dimensional and categorical diagnosis. A reasonable question is whether we can be certain that the prototypes did not outperform categorical diagnosis the same way other dimensional approaches might have. Two responses mitigate this argument. First, for better or worse, the current diagnostic system is categorical, and our goal was to test it against a practical dimensional alternative that also yields categorical diagnoses useful for clinical communication. The burden of proof is on advocates of other dimensional systems to show that they not only can match the incremental validity shown here but can also be implemented in ways that are clinically feasible. Second, research on personality disorders has clearly demonstrated that prototype approaches substantially outperform other dimensional approaches on measures of clinical utility without sacrificing validity. 1, 13, 14 How other dimensional models might look for Axis I disorders and whether they could be implemented in reliable and clinically useful ways with disorders such as the mood and anxiety disorders examined here are unknown. Counting symptoms of Axis I disorders (the only dimensional alternative for Axis I of which we are aware that preserves the syndromal approach familiar to clinicians and provides continuity with 30 years of research) would be just as cumbersome as, if not more so than, the current categorical system, requiring clinicians to inquire about and tally hundreds of symptoms.
In contrast, prototype diagnosis has the advantage of other dimensional approaches in that it can minimize artifactual comorbidity and the use of "not otherwise specified" diagnoses while permitting clinicians to diagnose clinically important subthreshold pathology. At the same time, it preserves continuity with the current diagnostic system without burdening clinicians with procedures that cannot be implemented in everyday practice, an advantage that, empirically, clinicians tend to prefer. 1, 13, 14, 55 The current studies are by no means a definitive statement on dimensional diagnosis or prototype diagnosis, but they do highlight the cross-observer, concurrent, and incremental validity of prototype diagnosis as well as its viability as an alternative to a diagnosis approach that has been used for 30 years but has never been tested against a systematic empirical alternative and that has proven increasingly problematic.
